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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays millions of people use currency handling machines every day for
various purposes. Currency handling machines are widely implemented in
parking, self-services, gaming machines, public phones, markets, banks,
exchange machines, money-box etc. [1-4]. Considering that industries are usually
creating more efficient and cheaper products, in the typical handling machines
the low-cost, fast and simple in realisation approaches have been implemented.
Validation process of these machines must be done in a very short time frame,
such that the user does not appreciate any delay between the introduction of the
coins and the operation of the device. Therefore, a major part of them have
limitations, such as: limited number of coins to be validated; accept tokens; does
not accept new types of currencies.
In 2014 the OLAF has reported, that counterfeiting industry has estimated to
have cost at least 500 million EUR in EU [5]. According to recently published by
European Commission statistics, the total number of counterfeit euros withdrawn
from circulation last year was about 175 900 euro coins. More than 80 classes of
counterfeit euro coins and corresponding tooling and working methods have been
discovered by European Technical and Scientific Centre [6].
The goal of this thesis, which has been related to the FP7-SME project
“Safemetal”, and is focused on the research, development, evaluation and testing
of the innovative, efficient, reasonable speed advanced applications for coin
validation, recognition and classification [7]. Three various approaches:
electromagnetic, acoustic and visual have been investigated during the work.
Precise, low-cost, high-speed eddy current based solution for AC conductivity
measurements is applied for investigation of the metal alloys of the coins. The
estimated conductivities of the euro coins are presented. FFT and optimised
modal analysis are implemented for acoustic signal investigation of the metal of
the coin. Sub-sampled cross-correlation and developed “pattern matching“ has
been proposed, evaluated and tested in image based solution.
The corresponding solutions with practical experiments carried out on the
authentic and counterfeit euro coins are described, analysed and presented.

Motivation
In EU, there are 19 euro area countries and more than 130 types of euro coins. It
is clear that euro coins have the highest security features of all world currencies,
but the volume of counterfeit euro coins is still growing annually.
According to EU regulation 1210/2010, the control for withdrawing of
counterfeit and “unfit” coin from circulation should be provided by the national
authorities [8]. “Unfit” coins are deformed and/or damaged authentic coins,
physical properties of which are altered through usage, by corrosion or due to
11

physical damage. Such coins should be discovered and withdrawn from
circulation.
So, the issue of coin validation, recognition and classification is becoming
critically important for every euro area country. Therefore, the output of
FP7-SME has great importance for coin validation industry over EU. This
dissertation was motivated by described project and contains the authors
contribution to the development, evaluation and testing of the proposed solutions.
The results of this work were presented in eight publications, at the following
conferences: IEEE 7th International Symposium on Intelligent Signal Processing
(WISP), 2011; 13th Biennial Baltic Electronics Conference, 2012; 5th
International Workshop on Impedance Spectroscopy: Measurement, Modelling
and Applications 3, 2012; 14th Biennial Baltic Electronics Conference, 2014. The
publications are included to Appendix.

Research tasks
The idea of the doctoral thesis is to develop the secure, cost-efficient, accurate
applications for euro coin validation, recognition and classification based on eddy
current, acoustic wave and visual processing approaches.
The criteria of the beneficial coin validator, based on the requirements of the
project FP7-SME are the following:
 Matching of the security features all coins with high accuracy;
 Counterfeit coin detection;
 Unfit coin detection;
 Low level of the computational resources;
 Real or reasonable speed of validation;
 Small dimensions of the end-device;
 Low price of the end-device;
 Programmability – opportunity for adding new coin types to the
databases;
 Possibility for validation of all coin types in euro area.
The minimization of computational cost allows decreasing the price of enddevice and the system components in particular. The optimization of the
parameters of coin recognition and validation algorithm makes the coin validation
fast and accurate.
The requirement of low price of the end-device makes it impractical to use
sophisticated technologies. This means that low-cost components and sensors as
well as computationally efficient methods of data processing should be employed
to achieve good discrimination features and satisfy criteria mentioned above.
Therefore, the implementation of the simple, smart and reasonably fast coin
validation and recognition solution is highly important.
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The research tasks of the dissertation are:
1) Evaluation and testing of the electrical conductivity based solution;
determination of the metal alloy conductivities of all euro coins for coin
validation and classification;
2) Investigation of FFT and modal analysis based acoustic coin validation,
recognition and classification with high accuracy; optimization of the
modal analysis parameters;
3) Feasibility study of autonomous using of acoustic method for euro coin
validation and/or recognition;
4) Development, evaluation and testing of image based algorithms for
authentic and counterfeit euro coin recognition, as well as authentic coin
classification:
a) Optimisation of the cross-correlation method by subsampling
and pyramid methods;
b) Design and testing of the “matching pattern” for coin recognition
using cross-correlation method;
c) Investigation of the euro coin edge for thickness measurement,
pattern examination and roughness detection.
Therefore, the implementation of simple, smart with reasonable speed coin
validation and recognition solution is highly important.

Overview of the thesis
This dissertation is focused on the validation, recognition and classification issue
of the authentic and counterfeit coins. The introduction section of the current
work contains overview of the problem, motivations and research tasks.
Chapter one gives a brief overview of the sensors, corresponding signal
processing and historical remarks of the coin validation field. The description of
the advantages and limitations, presented in this chapter, allows to analyse and
highlight the more efficient techniques and use or test them for further
developments.
Chapters 2-4 consist of the author’s contribution in the euro coin validation,
recognition and classification area.
In chapter two and paper [III (14)], the eddy current based AC electrical
conductivity measurement for validation of the alloys of the euro coins is
presented. Experiments of described approach has been carried out on the
authentic and counterfeit euro coin examples, based on the simulation model and
corresponding software. Evaluated conductivities of coins under test have been
presented and analysed.
In chapter three and papers [VI (44), VII (15)], FFT and modal analysis based
methods for investigation of the acoustic signal of euro coin metal are described.
The optimisation of the modal analysis method has been proposed and tested. The
experiments with FFT and modal analysis on the authentic and counterfeit euro
coin examples have been carried out, results of which are submitted and analysed.
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Chapter four and papers [I (87), IV (85), V (88)] present two imaging solutions
for coin recognition and classification based on sub-sampled cross-correlation. In
the first solution, development and implementation of the “matching pattern“ for
authentic and counterfeit euro coin detection, which reduces the computational
complexity of the cross-correlation significantly, is presented. Extracting of the
diameter and thickness of the coin and investigation of the edge of the coin
providing coin recognition and classification precisely.
In paper [II (81)] the low-cost and simple in realisation line-scan camera based
solution for coin recognition by diameter has been proposed as alternative
(second) approach. Proposed visual solutions have been evaluated and tested with
Matlab tools. The experiments have been carried out on the authentic and
counterfeit euro coins, the results of which are presented.
In chapter five, the conclusion of experimental results and analysis of
proposed in chapters 2-4 solutions, novelty and future works are given.
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1. SOLUTIONS IN COIN VALIDATION AREA

In this chapter the overview of specific features of all euro coins are given. The
historical remarks and state of art in coin validation area are presented. Three
main aspects for investigation of the features of the coins are described:
electromagnetic, acoustic and visual. The main features of available commercial
solutions are presented and analysed.

1.1. Key features of the euro coin
All euro coins can be distinguished by physical, electromagnetic and visual
features, the description of which are presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Characteristics of euro coins [6].
Coin

Diameter
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Weight

2€

25.75

2.20

1€

23.25

50c

Colour

Edge

8.5

external part
white, internal
part yellow

edge lettering,
fine milled

2.33

7.5

external part
yellow, internal
part white

interrupted
milled

24.25

2.38

7.8

yellow

fine scallops

20c

22.25

2.14

5.7

yellow

plain

10c

19.7

1.93

4.1

yellow

fine scallops

5c

21.25

1.67

3.9

red

smooth

2c

18.75

1.67

3

red

smooth with a
groove

1c

16.25

1.67

2.3

red

smooth

(g)

The images of the common and national side of euro coins in circulation can
be found from the ECB site [6]. In Figure 1.1, the images of euro coin edges are
shown, where the coins from 2€ to 1c are shown in decreasing order from left to
right accordingly.
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Figure 1.1. Edges of all euro coins [6].

The electromagnetic properties of euro coins are unique, because they have
high-security features due to distinct composition of the alloy and so-called
“sandwich” composition for 1€ and 2€ euro coins [6]:
 1€ and 2€ coins are slightly magnetic; only the central area of these coins
is magnetic. 1€ coin has a golden coloured outer ring made of an alloy
called nickel brass; this is 75% copper, 20% zinc and 5% nickel. The
centre is silver coloured made from nickel coated with an alloy of 75%
copper and 25% nickel;
 The metal of 10c, 20c and 50c coins is special alloy (Nordic Gold), which
contains 89% copper and is difficult to melt;
 Genuine 1c, 2c and 5c coins are made of copper-coated steel and are
highly magnetic.
The ECB, being responsible for monitoring of detection, analysis and
withdrawal of counterfeit euro coins, reports that the number of euro coins with
denomination 50c, 1€ and 2€ coins in circulation (all over the EU) in 2014 was
about 17 millions. In Table 2 the number of counterfeit euro coins detected in
circulation all over EU is given, where the total number of counterfeit euro coins
withdrawn from circulation in 2012 was about 184 000 units [6].
TABLE 2. Counterfeit euro coin detected in circulation all over EU [6].
Year

50c

1€

2€

Total

Value

2009

18 100

26 500

127 500

172 100

290 550

2010

25 100

31 000

129 700

185 800

302 950

2011

28 400

32 800

96 300

157 500

239 600

2012

32 700

29 500

121 000

183 200

288 000

According to the statistics of EFSI, the total number of counterfeit euro coins
removed from circulation in Estonia in period 2011-2013 was 417 units, as
presented in Table 3 [9].
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TABLE 3. The number of counterfeit euro coins removed from circulation in
Estonia [9].
Year

50c

1€

2€

Total

2011

1

26

77

104

2012

4

39

118

161

2013

0

21

131

152

Total

5

86

326

417

In 2014, the number removed from circulation counterfeit euro coins
increases. The national bank is the only trusted institution in Estonia, who deals
with removing of the counterfeit coins from the circulation. As has been reported
in FP7, there are around 17 illegal mints discovered to date. There are identified
more than 80 classes of counterfeit coins and corresponding tooling and working
methods [7]. Some EU countries have reported that they have not appropriate
coin validation and recognition equipment. These facts demonstrate the great
importance of developing advanced coin validation, recognition and
classification device.
The issue of counterfeit and unfit coin validation is highly important in the
area where coin handling machines should be able not only to validate the
denomination of various euro coins but also provide identification of euro coins
from all Europe Union countries, especially at such places as airports or tourist
places.
Modern validators need to determine and estimate the security features of euro
coins and to ensure fast, accurate with low consumption validation, sorting and
counting solution.

1.2. Coin validation: Historical and general remarks
The first simplest mechanical coin-operating machines were established in 1615
in England for tobacco dispensing. Next, in 1822 self-service newspaper
dispensing machine was built. Only in 1857 the first fully automatic vending
machine was patented by Simeon Denham, British Patent number 706, for stamp
dispensing [10].
After 400 years of development, the modern coin validation systems are much
more advanced. The evolution of coin industry has reached a great progress today
due to continuous growing of the self-services area and technical progress. More
and more self-service machines with new objectives are invented and
implemented into human life every year. So, various types of coin handling
machines are applied for special purposes: discriminating, selecting, sorting,
counting, accepting, changing and wrapping. From technical point of view,
17

systems for coin operations can be divided into three types: mechanical,
electromagnetic and visual based solutions.
Mechanical validators usually provide measuring of the physical properties
(Table 1) of the coin by mechanical means, for example, by having holes
according to each coin diameter. Permanent magnet is the regular part of such
mechanical solutions [11, 12] often. Typically, mechanical validation is applied
for validation of the low denomination coins, because of high magnetic features
of these coins. Since the magnetic features of 1€ and 2€ coins are low, the
validation is made mainly by diameter of coin that does ensure metal and pattern
matching. The limitation of such validator is low security level. Thus,
implementation this method is insufficient for sophisticated modern euro coin
validation.
The electromagnetic validators are analysing the properties of the coin
alloy [13]. Implementation of the electromagnetic sensorics allows inducing and
measuring electrical currents in the coins. Eddy current sensors are used for
electrical conductivity measurements in most promising solutions for coin
validation process, because of high-speed, accuracy, cost–efficiency and
simplicity [III (14)]. This method uses distinct electromagnetic features of euro
coins for various denomination to be differentiated. The principle of this
approach is to store the electromagnetic properties of coins as validation criteria
and then compare with the properties of the coin under test. In this work, the eddy
current based validation solution is proposed and tested, providing discovering of
special electromagnetic properties of alloys in euro coins.
It is well known, that when a coin is mechanically excited, for instance by
dropping it against a hard surface, the sound it produces relates to its mechanical
properties (physical dimensions, stiffness and density). Since these properties are
not related to the electromagnetic properties, an acoustic measurement could be
an excellent complement to the electromagnetic sensors. This is the reason why
some coin selectors include a microphone in the wall of the vertical channel, to
measure the sound when the coin hits the anvil. The distinct features like natural
frequencies, their amplitudes or damping ratios of acoustic signal spectra could
be used for coin classification and validation [VI (44), VII (15)].
The common and/or national side of coin can be investigated using visual
sensor and corresponding image processing. The great progress of the ITtechnology makes it possible using of smart, reasonably fast and complicated
methods/algorithms in imaging solutions. However, sophisticated methods based
on image processing leads to increase of the price of the end-system, because of
required computational complexity [16, 17]. The main contribution of this work
is the development of the smart efficient, reasonably fast and low-cost image
based algorithm for recognition and classification of euro coins.
A variety of coin discriminators have been developed and described in
scientific literature and patents, where electromagnetic, physical and visual
sensorics based solutions are presented. However, it has happened that some
types of counterfeit and unfit for circulation euro coins are not rejected by coinprocessing machine [18].
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1.3. Electromagnetic sensorics
Various sizes, types, signals and configurations of EM sensors (coils) are used
and often combined in the alternative solutions, which differ by shape, magnetic
core types, construction, excitation frequencies and waveforms [19]. In some
cases, separate transmission and reception coils are used, in contrast to use of a
single coil. Also, some approaches are based on measuring either the transmitted
or reflected fields resulting from presence of the coin. Eddy current sensors are
used for measuring and analysis of the magnetic features of the coins, namely:
conductivity, magnetic permeability, etc.
Since 1982, there are over 2000 patents that are related to coin detection,
selection, control, counting and separation topic [20-24]. Electromagnetic, also
commonly referred to as inductive or eddy current sensors, are usually
constructed by coils encircling ferrite pot-cores, in order to boost and concentrate
the magnetic flux. The coin is subjected to a variable magnetic field generated by
an oscillating signal. In the case of inductor coils, the eddy currents induced inside
the coin modify the electrical impedance of the coils, which results in variations
of the amplitude and phase of the signal in the detection circuit.
There are many variations for particular setup schemes, which mainly resort
to the use of more than one pair of inductors and the way their magnetic fields
are coupled (in “phase” when the fields are summed or in “anti-phase” when the
fields are subtracted from each other or in emitter-receiver mode), and the
frequencies used (changing the penetration depth). The penetration depth of the
signals is particularly important for the so-called bi-colour coins (having different
materials in core and ring) and multilayer coins (sandwich of two materials) [25].
One of the most distinctive features of various metal alloys is electrical
conductivity. So the electrical conductivity measurements of metal coins
consisting of complicated alloys are widely used for coin discrimination and
validations, as proposed in [26-28].
Conductivity measurements can be conducted with an utmost accuracy of
better than 0.1% by using the direct current (DC) contact-method [29]. The DC
method can be applied to determine the conductivity of a bulk material under
stable temperature conditions.
Most of commercially available eddy current based conductivity meters are
operated at frequencies up to 1 MHz. In order to provide constant accuracy of the
conductivity meter readings, the devices need to be regularly calibrated. For this
purpose, dedicated reference samples are used whose values of conductivity are
measured either at the DC current or at the AC current with a frequency up to
100 kHz [30] with measurement uncertainties of less than 0.1% and 0.7%,
respectively.
For materials with uniform properties throughout their thickness, the electrical
conductivity of a conducting media does not depend on the measurement
frequency. In practice, relative differences up to 0.5% between conductivity
measurement results obtained by using DC and AC measurement technique are
observed [31]. When this difference is not taken into account or measured, the
manufacturing or inspection processes could lead to faulty decisions causing
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unjustified losses of resources. The output of DC measurements gives one
constant value, what sometimes can be insufficient for validation due to
overlapping possibility with random value of fake metal [31].
In 1968, Dodd and Deeds developed the analytical model for analysis of the
impedance of the measurement coil placed above the metal plate [33]. In 1975,
they published the numerical results of proposed method [34], where only active
(real) part of the coil impedance (losses in the measurement coil) was considered
in the calculations. In the [35] both eddy current and contact-based (ohmic)
measurement theory for metal plates has been investigated and compared. More
advanced numerical model for eddy current simulations has been developed and
published [36]. This solution is most computationally efficient, simple and
accurate.
By practical reasons, eddy current AC method is preferred due to opportunity
to measure a number of parameters, which are investigated experimentally and
used for matching with pre-defined tolerance. Typically, the AC conductivity is
measured at frequencies 60, 120, 240 and 480 kHz that enables tracking the
dynamic behaviour of metal alloy properties.
Modern conductivity meters operating are based on the eddy current method.
The measurement of electrical conductivity using eddy current (electromagnetic
induction) sensors is the most promising solution for validation of metal coins in
coin handling devices, as the electrical conductivity is a very distinctive property
of specific alloys. Low cost, simple and robust by nature, and also possibility for
high-speed precise measurements are the advantages of electromagnetic sensors.
Multi-frequency scanning of the coins under test at various field penetration
depths is preferred due to the sophisticated “construction” of various alloys in
nowadays coins. Air-core measurement coils have an additional advantage – a
possibility to measure absolute values of conductivity without repetitive
calibration of sensors and the measurement systems [19].
Principle of electromagnetic air-coil model
As it was noted above, the air-core coil implementation is beneficial solution for
the alloy conductivity measurements. The principle of this method is illustrated
in Figure 1.2. The penetration depth of eddy currents (or thickness of the
measured layer) depends on the operating frequency of the measurement device.
Accurately characterised standards can be needed because the procedure typically
provides a comparative, rather than absolute value measurement [37].
These simulations are valid for the air-core coil based conductivity
measurements with “infinite” size of metal plates, consisting of one or several
metal layers. The “infinite” size is typically not very significant constraint for
real-life measurements, as the eddy current electro-magnetic fields are decreasing
quickly in the media. Only a few millimetres larger metal plate than the size of
the sensor is typically enough to have reasonably precise results [III (14)].
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Figure 1.2. Eddy current conductivity measurement principle [31].

Electrical conductivity measurements are also employed for production and
inspection of finished goods. Usually, manufacture of the coins-mints use
conductivity meters at two frequencies, namely 120 and 480 kHz.
Mathematical modelling
Work of Dodd and Deeds (1968) [33] is the basis for a number of next works,
simulation and software for eddy current modelling. As cited, in this work:
“Solutions have been obtained for axially symmetric eddy current problems in
two configurations of wide applicability. In both cases, the eddy currents are
assumed to be produced by a circular coil of rectangular cross section, driven by
a constant amplitude alternating current”.
This solution is provided for the configuration for a coil above a semi-infinite
conducting slab with a plane surface, covered with a uniform layer of another
material. This solution includes the special cases of a coil above a single infinite
plane conductor or above a sheet of finite thickness, as well as the case of one
metal clad on another. The solutions are in the form of integrals of first-order
Bessel functions giving the vector potential, from which the other
electromagnetic quantities of interest can be obtained. The coil impedance has
been calculated for the case of a coil above a two-conductor plane.
One version of a numerical solution of this work has been realised [34] as
software in the BASIC programming language. Only the real part (active loss and
real impedance from this) of the probe-coil impedance is calculated by this
programme. A more advanced simulator, TEDDY, having several options and a
good graphical user interface has been developed by prof. Theodoulidis [35].
Thus, described air-core model combined with Dodd-Deeds mathematical
computations provides the advantageous solution for electromagnetic
conductivity measurements of coin alloy.

1.4. Acoustic sensorics implementation for coin recognition
Alternative way for examination of the coin alloy is applying of the acoustic
sensor with corresponding signal processing. The characteristics of the acoustic
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signal like natural frequencies and corresponding amplitudes could be
investigated for this reason. The various alloys of metal and the varying hardness
properties produce a special vibration spectrum on impact, which could be used
for discrimination of coins of various denominations. Taking into account that
the acoustic signal of each euro coin is unique, due to sophisticated metal alloy,
it is possible to match and validate coin with various denominations by its
acoustic signal by signal spectrum analysis techniques [38]. The main idea of the
acoustic coin validation is to detect and store the acoustic vibrations of coin after
kick against the specified surface by microphone. The acoustic signal of each coin
denomination has own unique time-frequency domain features. Therefore, after
signal spectrum analysis and comparison of the extracted features, the coin is
classified or rejected.
In 1991, was published the patent, where the FFT based spectrum analysis
method for coin validation was presented, with the main idea of which was to
calculate the standard deviation of the locations of the six peaks in the signal
spectrum to classify the coins. Described method allows to determine the
authentication of the coin and to specify the denomination [38].
Acoustic approaches examine the sound and vibration of the coin whilst either
falling or rolling. The acoustic response will depend on the construction,
trajectory of falling and geometry of the coin. Typically, this kind of sensorics is
useful for detecting frauds made out of softer materials (e.g., lead or tin alloys)
which, if combined in certain proportions, can replicate certain electrical and
magnetic properties of legal tender coins [40].
The invention [41] is related to the coin validation using acoustic
measurement of coin impact upon an impact member. The vibrations of the
impact element have been stored and analysed. The various alloys of metal
produce various vibration spectrum on the impact, which could be used for coin
classification.
The acoustic signal based solution, described by [VII (15)], is illustrated in
Figure 1.3, where a floating cylinder is located on one of the walls at the end of
the ramp, and is perpendicular to the movement of the coin. The cylinder stands
partially out from the wall, and has one degree of freedom in such a way that it
retracts when the coin impacts (allowing the coin to keep rolling), and releases
when the coin has passed. A low-cost microphone is placed in the opposite wall
in a position, which is intended to be the closest to centre of the coin when
influencing.
Typically, the spectrum of acquired signal is analysed. Sound harmonics have
been found to be close to the theoretically predicted for a metal disc. Coin under
test is accepted or rejected by results of comparison with reference spectra.
Counterfeit coin could be distinguished from authentic one if the spectral analysis
has good enough frequency resolution [42].
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Figure 1.3. Device used for coin acoustic signal capturing, where 1 is metal plate and 2
is microphone [VII (15)].

FFT of the acoustic signal spectrum
The FFT is widely used for signal spectrum investigation, in particular, to
characterize the magnitude, frequency and phase of a signal. The acoustic
waveform can be represented in the frequency domain as a pair of amplitude and
phase values at each component frequency [42, 43]. FFT allows analysing the
spectrum of a whole signal or some part of it. The frequency resolution of FFT
directly depends on relationship of FFT size and sampling rate of input signal.
Thus, the bigger is the size of FFT, the higher is resolution. In the same time, big
size of FFT means growth of computational level that should be avoided. So, only
applying of optimal FFT parameters provide accurate and reasonable fast
frequency spectrum analysis [VI (44)].
Modal analysis of the acoustic signal spectrum
Another way to evaluate the frequency spectrum and extract the properties of the
acoustic signal is the implementation of modal analysis. Essentially, it is the
analysis of vibration modes of the signal and is applied for testing of the
vibrations of cars, airplanes, wind turbines and has many other applications. The
investigation of the dynamic behaviour (vibration characteristics) of the signal by
modal analysis based on time and/or frequency domain is widely used in
industry [45]. The analysis by using frequency domain is preferred for coin
detection, as this allows to identify the important modal parameters: natural
frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes [46] in relatively simple way. In
this thesis, it is proposed to apply this method to research the vibration of falling
coin.
Modal analysis measures and analysis the dynamic response during vibration,
where the natural frequencies, damping ratio, magnitude modal constant and
phase modal constant of every signal are calculated (Figure 1.4) [VI, 44].
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of modal analysis [47].

The natural frequency is the frequency at which any excitation produces an
expanded response. The damping ratio is dimensionless measure, which
describes decays after the impact.
Two ways exist for modal parameters calculation:
1. Based on knowledge of the structural matrixes;
2. Experimental modal analysis based on system response.
The system response can be measured in the time domain (acceleration) as
well as in the frequency domain by FRF. The possibility of improving of
identification techniques made FRF more popular. The algorithm of modal
analysis with the description and equations of which are presented in tutorial [48].
The crucial issue of modal analysis is to have a correct selection of model
order, which is related to the number of degree-of-freedom (modes). In the case
if the model order is higher than the actual one presented in the data, the result of
computational modes will be random (not from dynamic system
properties) [49, 50]. To solve this issue the value of degree-of-freedom should be
organised in ascending of the model order. All outputs are combined in one single
diagram called the stabilisation diagram, where in the horizontal axis is the pole
frequency and in vertical axis is the model order [51].
Typically, modal analysis is very computation expensive technique. So, in this
thesis the optimisation of modal analysis by decreasing the number of degree-offreedom is proposed and investigated.

1.5. Visual sensorics
The main issue of the object detection and recognition process is extracting and
locating of the unique features or regions of interest accurately and reliably.
Variety of the object recognition techniques are existing for finding, detecting
and identifying the boundaries of objects from particular image. Extracting
meaningful boundaries or regions from image with great accuracy ensures precise
object recognition. The classification and evaluation of the extracted features by
their importance and definition of the optimal number of the features have direct
influence to the speed and robustness of the algorithm. Thus, the variety of object
detection techniques could be evaluated and compared [52].
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Regarding to the methods used for coin recognition, such approaches can be
divided to two types: the rotation invariant feature extraction based and methods
using the registration. Invariant features based methods for object recognition can
use neural networks, Bayesian networks or other classifiers.
The registration can be a combined algorithm or use a single technique like
FFT, DCT, edge detectors, corner detectors, feature descriptors methods,
gradient, Canny edge detector, standard Hough line transform, convolution,
correlation etc., extracting unique features from the images. Then the comparison
of template and real time images is usually implemented. Correlation and
convolution are basic methods to extract information from images, but these
approaches are computationally expensive. The improvement and optimization
of the correlation function provide to decrease computations. The corner
detectors are rotation-invariant. It is considered, that the corner detector based
features are more stable features over changes of viewpoint [53-57].
A rotation invariant ANN have been extensively used for various purposes,
due to their ability to almost fully exploit the parallelism of some available highly
flexible hardware devices. Various structures of rotation invariant neural network
has been proposed, tested and compared [58-64].
In the paper [65] a neural network system for recognition of Japanese coins is
presented. The following features are extracted: colour, radius, the centre of the
coin and pattern. The successful coin recognition has been achieved in overall
99.4% level with rotated coins by single degrees. The drawback of this approach
is, that it is computationally expensive and that it is not clear how the rejection of
the coin should be expressed. In [66] it is described a fast and reliable coin
recognition system based on gradient directions. Another paper proposed by
Reisert et al. in 2011 describes the coin recognition technique based completely
on the direction of the gradient vectors [67]. Here the results of the discretizing
the gradient directions of two coins the FFT Transform have been used for
comparison.
In 2011 the coin recognition with combined methods: Robert’s edge detection,
LoG edge detection method, Canny edge detection method and ML-CPNN has
been proposed and tested in Matlab [25]. The gray level of image has been used.
In addition, the image is resized, cropped and rotated for better recognition. The
results of the implementation of these methods are as follows: the Robert’s edge
detection method gives 93% of accuracy and LoG method 95% of the result, the
Canny edge detection method yields 97.25% result and the ML-CPNN approach
yields 99.47% of recognition rate.
Canny edge detection algorithm is more costly in comparing to Sobel, Prewitt
and Robert’s operator, but has a better performance. Evaluation of the images
showed that under noisy conditions Canny, LoG, Robert, Prewitt, Sobel exhibit
better performance, respectively [68-72].
The Hough transform can be used to determine the radius of the coins in the
coin detection approach for Android phones, as presented in [73]. Here the
thresholding of grey scale image, binary mask, Hough transform and SIFT
matching are implemented for coin recognition and counting with reasonably
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high accuracy and speed. The limitations of this technique is that the background
colour should be significantly different from the colour of the coin under test.
In [74] Dagobert describes the coin recognition and sorting system based on
the pattern recognition, where a short list of interesting objects is created for coin
examination. In [75] it was developed a coin recognition and sorting system,
where the main feature is the classification of the large number of modern coins
from 30 various countries. The classification is achieved by correlating the image
under test and the pre-selected template image. Preselection has been done by
diameter and thickness of the coin, and three rotation invariant features, namely:
edge angle distribution, edge distance distribution and various rotation invariant
patterns are used. The experiments have been performed on 12,949 coins, where
99.24% positive recognition rate was achieved.
The corner detectors, like Moravec, Harris, Shi and Tomasi are specified to
find intuitively the corners as junctions of contours in the image [76]. The Harris
corner detector is a mathematical way to determine the large variations as analysis
windows are moved in any direction. A score criteria is associated with each
window and provide to figure out which ones are corners and which ones are not.
Shi and Tomasi corner detector uses various score criteria and, as claimed the
experimental result, having much better performance, compared with Harris
Corner Detector method.
The advantages of complicated algorithms for object recognition, like SIFT,
SURF, GLOH are clear, as being scale, rotation, illumination and viewpoint
invariant [66, 77, 78]. The listed features with the extracted keypoints could be
detected if reference image is rescaled, or illumination is changed, or image is
noisy and even if the image is rotated. The experimental results of SIFT approach
show very good result of object recognition. Typically for image with dimensions
500 x 500 pixels about 2000 features will be generated, being stored in the
databases. Due to the huge number of keypoints to be extracted, the application
of this algorithm needs much computing power and high performance
technologies increasing the price of end-device. This method could be very useful
in coin recognition and classification approach, but it is not suitable for
counterfeit or unfit coin detection. The reason is - it matches similarities, which
will occur in unfit coin matching, but does not discover the dissimilarities.
Thus, these methods are eliminated from good candidates for counterfeit coin
detection. The location of detected keypoints is determined by measurements of
their stability. The disadvantage of variably transforms is the high computational
cost, moreover a reduction in the number of key points leads to poorer stability.
In the most visual based coin recognition and validation methods the similarity
of two coin with the same denomination images is calculated by combining
various techniques. In counterfeit and unfit coin detection the goal is opposite,
namely, it is crucially important to detect mismatches of coin under test and
reference one. Correlation method is good solution satisfying the requirements.
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Correlation and cross-correlation in coin recognition
The basic technique for image matching is correlation, which is widely used in
various applications to measure similarity. The purpose of this technique is to
highlight peculiar properties of the image at each pixel and extract to singular
features. It is computationally expensive method. Several solutions have been
described for object recognition by template matching based on correlation. The
extremely significant feature of correlation is the opportunity to find the locations
in an image that are similar to a template. The sliding window with the specified
region is applied to the template image looking for location with overlapping area,
where the values of template coincides with values of specified region. The
similarity between specified region and template is usually measured by the
correlation filter output values. Correlation of the similar or near to similar
regions are much greater than other results of correlation [79-84].
A correlation describes the degree of relationship between two variables,
which can be computed by equation from tutorial [43]:
̅

∑

,

(1.1)

where xi and yi are numbers in pixels, σx,y is standard deviation.
For image based template matching of 2D matrix X with dimensions M x N
and H with dimensions P x Q, the correlation function is usually applied, the
equation of which is:
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One more convenience of correlation is local averaging or smoothing feature,
what is very important for image processing because extra average filtering is
avoided. Additionally it does not depend to the dimensions of image.
In the same time if the brightness, exposure conditions, dimensions of two
images are equal, the cross-correlation shows similarity on the one hand (if the
output of correlation is high) and mismatch on the other (if the output is small).
Taking into account, the increasing volume of counterfeit and unfit coins in
EU, the visual approach becomes extremely important due to several aspects:
 Precise determining of the diameter and thickness;
 Pattern recognition combined with pyramid method allow to decrease the
computational cost;
 Investigation of the coin pattern, edge contour (should be smooth) and
texture;
 Correlation function provide estimation of the full image;
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1.6. Combined sensors
A number of combined methods are proposed to satisfy the coin validation
criteria and tasks. Frequently electromagnetic method is used in combination with
other (acoustic, imaging) sensors and corresponding signal processing [25].
In conjunction with other visual processing and multimode sensors, the
acoustic sensors are applied in the commercial vending service machines. The
combination of various technical solutions, based on acoustic sensor, multimode
sensor and visual processing, makes vending machines fast, accurate, robust and
sensitive to counterfeit coins [1-4].
Image processing combined with electromagnetic and acoustic sensors is an
efficient method for coin recognition and validation. While electromagnetic
(eddy current) sensors can allow relatively simple, precise and efficient solution,
still some different coins (worldwide) can have similar electrical or magnetic
properties, and so image processing-based solutions can have their place [11].
If validators are configured to accept coins having a wide range of variations,
the risk of accepting non-genuine coins, which may have an overlap of parameters
with a genuine coin, increases. These considerations indicate that therefore it is
important that each of the relevant characteristics be specified in as much in
details as possible and those tolerances be as tight as possible in the minting
process. The enforcement of quality controls is also key to make sure that coins
that do not match the specification and tolerances are discarded.

1.7. Commercial solutions
Market trends drive the need to improve the design and process of verification
and validation. Today manufacturers provide a great opportunity to choose coin
handling machine according to the application. The reason is that coin validators
could be implemented in very different approaches from soda machines to coin
counters/sorters in the bank. Thus the specification of validator, namely:
requirements, properties, physical characteristics strongly depend on the
application where it should be implemented.
Implemented in coin handling machines methods and technologies are usually
confidential and only brief summary is available. The speed of handling and
validation, capacity, the number of coin denomination that can be accepted, and
the flexibility of program, play an important role and influences the end-price of
the coin validator are important features presented by manufacturer. The classic
version is: the better are the properties of coin validator, the higher is the price.
In Table 4, the features and price of devices from various manufacturers are
presented.
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TABLE 4. Coin validators
Nr.

Manufacturer,
type

1

Safescan 1200 [1]

2

Safescan 1550

3

4

5

Guobang, China,
GB-860 [2]
Thomas Automatics
[3]
Azkoyen Group,
L66S [4]

Device
properties

Type of
coin

Speed / Capacity
coins per (number of
minute
handled)

Price

euro

220

500

199€
excl.
VAT

counter / sorter

all
currencies

2300

5000

599€
excl.
VAT

counter / sorter

euro

500-800

1000

100 –
120€ *

validator

euro

216

300-500

-

validator

euro (32)

One by
one

counter / sorter
add function

85€ *

*The price of 85€ for L66S Azkoyen Validator is relevant if order quantity is
more than 10 pieces.
In the properties of the devices 1, 2 and 3 (Table 4) is described as only
“counter and/or sorter”, that means the function of detecting of the counterfeit
coins is not implemented. Moreover, the price of the counters 1 and 2 is high for
wide use of these devices.
Devices 4 and 5 are coin validators, the technical characteristics of which are
given below.
Desktop coin counting and sorting machine PELICAN 309 S+ by Thomas
Automatics, as shown on Figure 1.5, has higher speed, lower noise level and more
options in comparison with the previous generation of coin counters produced by
the same manufacturer.

Figure 1.5. Coin counting and sorting machine PELICAN 309 S+ [3].
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The presented features of this device are as follows:
•
Speed: Up to 1100 coins/minute;
•
Non-sorting or sorting of up to 9 coin denominations;
•
Counting of up to 20 different coin denominations;
•
Rejection of foreign coins, counterfeit coins, tokens etc.;
•
Programmable bag stop (by number or weight);
Due to international traveling of people, the euro currencies are mixed. So,
counting of only 20 coin denominations from 130 coin types is the significant
limitation of this device.
Another automatic coin counter and sorter device MUSTANG 450 proposed
by Thomas Automatics, demonstrated in Figure 1.6, has LCD display, memory
function and easy to use control panel.

Figure 1.6. Coin counter and sorter device MUSTANG 450 [3].

The inner structure of sorting machine, as shown in Figures 1.7a and 1.7b,
demonstrates that combined methods are used for coin validation in this device.

a)
b)
Figure 1.7. Inner structure of MUSTANG 450 [3].

The features of MUSTANG 450 are as follows:
•
Counting speed: 216 pcs/min;
•
Power source: 230 V/50 Hz;
•
Power consumption: max 45 W;
•
Work temperature: 0 oC – 40 oC;
•
Humidity: 30% to 80%;
•
Hopper Capacity: 300 – 500 pcs.
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In this validator the physical and magnetic characteristics of coins are tested,
next coins are sorted. The eight holes for each coin are used to separate various
coin denomination. Infrared radial diodes are located near every hole to determine
the coin with what denomination has been inserted. This approach has limited
accuracy: the token with similar magnetic features will be accepted. Information
about counterfeit coins is not available.
The Azkoyen Group has been started manufacturing in 1945 in Spain for
agricultural sector [5]. The validators have different target groups and involve
three combined coin measurement and recognition methods to maximize coin
acceptance and counterfeit coin rejection systems: sound inspection, multimode
sensors and visual processing. MODULAR X8 & P8 is one of the presented by
Azkoyen Group validator. The features and working conditions presented by
manufacturer are following:
 Coin Acceptance: 32 (token acceptance: 2);
 Coin diameters: 16.25 mm - 32.5 mm;
 Thickness: 1.2 mm - 3.3 mm;
 Working Temperature: +5 ºC to +55 ºC;
 Relative Humidity (without condensation): 95%.
The disadvantage of this device is validation of 32 coin denominations of 130
coin types.
To conclude this chapter, no one of the presented validation systems is able to
validate all 130 types of euro coins with reasonable speed and accuracy.

1.8. Summary
In this chapter, beneficial methods based on electromagnetic, acoustic and visual
features of the euro coin that could be used for validation, recognition and
classification have been described.
Eddy current based air-coil model for the electrical conductivity
measurements of the coin alloy using Dodd-Deeds mathematical model has been
proposed. Dodd-Deeds eddy current EM model is a beneficial and a simple
method for alloy validation of the euro coins by conductivity evaluation.
Therefore, this method has been implemented and evaluated for electrical
conductivity calculations in the current work.
FFT and modal analysis is proposed for acoustic or vibration based coin
validation. Both methods have been evaluated, implemented and optimal
parameters discovered in this work. The results carried out on genuine and
counterfeit euro coins are presented and analysed.
The cross-correlation technique is preferred for coin recognition. With respect
to the euro coin validation area, the intensity of images to be recognised could be
pre-conditioned for more reliable results.
These three aspects (electromagnetic, acoustic and visual) provide evaluation
of all distinctive features euro coins.
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2. EDDY-CURRENT EURO COIN VALIDATION

In this chapter the description of the eddy current Dodd-Deeds and Theodoulidis
model based an inverse simulation model is presented [III (14)]. During the
experiments, wide range electrical conductivities of the Nordic Gold plate (80 x
80 x 3 mm), samples of all authentic euro coins and three types of the counterfeit
2€ coin examples are evaluated. The examples of the counterfeit euro coins under
test are presented in this chapter.
Counterfeit euro coins under test
Three types of various counterfeit classes, provided by EFSI, were used for
experiments. In Table 5 the images of the counterfeit 2€ samples are presented.
The national sides of presented coins refer to countries: Belgium, Germany and
Italy.
Table 5. Overview of counterfeit 2€ coins used in experiments.
Country

Common side of coin

National side of coin

Belgium
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Germany

Italy

In this chapter, the electrical conductivities of the counterfeit coin examples
will be evaluated and compared to conductivities of the authentic coins.

2.1. Description of the test-setup for eddy current coin validation
Team of researchers from Tallinn University of Technology has developed the
eddy current based coil (actually array of 5 similar coils) for electrical AC
conductivity measurements by the air-core model [III (14)]. There are 5 coils on
the board, initially designed for the dynamic measurement of the coil-coin
impedance. For conductivity evaluation, coin under test could be set on the centre
of plate, as shown in Figure 2.1 (black cross).
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Figure 2.1. Developed coil for the electrical conductivity evaluation of coin alloy
[III (14)].

The theoretical models consider zero-level real component of the impedance
of the coil “in air”, the real world “in air” resistance of the coils (e.g. r0 = 7.4 Ω
for coil at the centre of plate at the room temperature) is subtracted from the
measured results before their using in the models [III (14)].
The functional block diagram of the proposed solution for measurements is
presented in Figure 2.2 and consists of the developed coil, which is connected to
NI high-accuracy 18-bit multifunction DAQ by NI connector block SCB-68.

COIL

Connector

DAQ

PC

Figure 2.2. Block diagram of proposed eddy current based setup.

Figure 2.3 shows principle of the coil impedance measurement with proposed
experimental setup, where the generator of the harmonic excitation signal (G) and
two vector-voltmeters (UG and UL) are implemented by DAQ hardware and
corresponding PC software. Resistor (R) and measurement coil (L) form the
voltage divider, from which transfer function the complex impedance (Z) of (L)
can be calculated.

Figure 2.3. Functional diagram of the proposed setup.
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Realised practical setup is connected to PC by USB, as shown in Figure 2.4,
where resistance (current shunt) R = 213 Ω is added to the NI DAQ box.

Figure 2.4. Working setup for conductivity evaluation.

In this setup, the current through the coil and voltage across the coil were
measured for impedance calculation. According to displayed system diagram,
where UG is the excitation voltage, the complex transfer coefficient K of the
voltage divider is calculated by equation:
,

(2.1)

UL is the complex voltage drop on the coil:
.

(2.2)

From equations (2.1) and (2.2) the complex impedance of the coil ZL could be
calculated:
⁄

.

(2.3)

According to the Dodd-Deeds theoretical model, the conductivity of the coin
under test is evaluated from the difference of the coil complex impedance,
measured “in air“ and with coin “above the (sensor-) coil”. An inverse simulation
model is evaluated in C/C++ software for iterative finding of the best match for
lift-off and conductivity of the metal alloy under test.
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2.2. Eddy current experiments of coin validation
Practical implementation of the forward and reverse (conductivity calculation
from coil impedance) by Dodd-Deeds model has been done by other members of
research group. This approach is implemented in C/C++, with ECLIPSE CDT
tools. The Dodd-Deeds model needs as input also the coil parameters (geometry,
number of turns) and thickness of the measured coin. The relative magnetic
permeability of the alloys has been not taken into account in the current work, to
keep the model simple.
The conductivity of Nordic Gold is known and has a range 9.65 - 9.9 MS/m.
The comparison of measured conductivity of Nordic Gold with pre-known values
allows to estimate validation accuracy of metal using this method.
The selected test frequencies are 30, 60, 120, 240, 360 and 480 kHz. The
frequency of 480 kHz is applied for measurements of the thinner central portion
of 1€ and 2€ coins. The conductivities of the euro coins under test have been
measured and computed two times at each frequency. In conductivity calculations
the following thicknesses of the coins are used: 2.2 mm for 50c and 2.38 mm for
2€ (real and counterfeit).
At first, test was carried out on Nordic Gold plate to compare the theoretical
conductivity value with conductivity measured and calculated in experimental
way. The coil impedance in the air is measured first. Then the coin or metal plate
is placed on the centre of the PCB based coil to measure again the coil impedance.
Here it is important to put the metal to be explored in the right place because it
influences the results. Then the electrical conductivity is computed from the coil
impedance difference in the air and at the metal [35].
The experiments were carried out several times, stored and analysed. In
Figure 2.5, the averaged conductivity of the Nordic Gold plate is presented.

Figure 2.5. Evaluated conductivities of the Nordic Gold.
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The evaluated range of conductivities, which is 8.6 MS/m - 11.2 MS/m, was
compared to pre-known conductivity:
 In the highest frequencies the maximum deviation (tolerance) of
experimental result with comparison to the Nordic Gold conductivity
is 14%, what is within the allowable limit.
 The conductivities at central frequencies are the same.
Experiment with Nordic Gold plate shows the high accuracy of metal alloy
conductivity evaluation.
10c, 20c and 50c coins are made of the same metal alloy (Nordic Gold). So,
conductivities of those coins should be very similar. The impedances of these
coins were measured 12 times, and then corresponding electrical conductivities
were computed. This experiment was carried out for both side of the coin, and
then the average conductivity value for every frequency was found. In Figure 2.6,
there are shown evaluated conductivities of 50c, 20c and 10c coins compared to
the Nordic Gold.

Figure 2.6. Evaluated conductivities of Nordic Gold, 50c, 20c and 10c coins.

As could be noted, the highest accuracy of measurements is achieved at
frequencies 120, 240 and 360 kHz, where the maximum deviation is about 4%
(50c at 120 kHz).
Figure 2.7 presents evaluated conductivities of 1€ and 2€ coin metal at
multiple frequencies.
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Figure 2.7. Conductivities of 2€ and 1€ coins metal.

Since the central part of 1€ and 2€ coin alloys consist of different metal, the
results of evaluated conductivities are dissimilar.
Coins with dimension 5c, 2c and 1c coin are made for the same metal alloy,
have same thickness but different diameters. In Figure 2.8, evaluated
conductivities of the 5c, 2c and 1c coin examples are presented.

Figure 2.8. Evaluated conductivities of the 5c, 2c and 1c coins.

As could be noted, the conductivities of 2c and 1c coin examples were not
estimated on the frequencies 30 to 120 kHz due to limitation of the setup and the
model.
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The experiments with counterfeit 2€ coin examples have been carried out in
the similar way. Figure 2.9 presents conductivities of the counterfeit 2€ coin
(Germany), the measured range of which is 2 MS/m - 1.8 MS/m.

Figure 2.9. Evaluated conductivities of the counterfeit 2€ coin (Germany).

Figure 2.10 presents conductivities of the counterfeit coin (Italy), the range of
which is 3.8 MS/m - 8.1 MS/m.

Figure 2.10. Evaluated conductivities of the counterfeit 2€ coin (Italy).

The conductivity of the counterfeit 2€ (Belgium) coin is out of the range and
could not be calculated due to incompatibility of the parameters.
So, evaluated conductivities of the coins under test are presented in the
Table 6.
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Table 6. Evaluated conductivities of the authentic and counterfeit euro coins.
Coin or metal

Conductivity (30-480 kHz),
MS/m

Nordic Gold

9.18 – 11.28

50c

9.3 – 11.37

20c

8.8 – 10.8

10c

9.1 – 11.3

1€

2.3 – 3.6

2€

5.7 – 10.2

5c

9.1 – 26.7

Counterfeit-G, 2€

2 – 1.8

Counterfeit-I, 2€

3.8 – 8.1

Counterfeit-B, 2€

out of range

The calculated conductivities of the Nordic Gold differ from the conductivities
of 50c coin for about 1% what is in tolerance.
The conductivities of the metals of all counterfeit coins are different from each
other and from the genuine 2€ coin.
Output of the experiments shows that the set of conductivity values (using
multi-frequency approach) is unique. Thus, the conductivity of the authentic euro
coin can be used as the reference value for coin metal validation and coin
recognition.
Achieved AC conductivity values ensure accurate recognition as well as
classification of euro coins. Thereby, results of the demonstrated solution provide
the detection of the counterfeit and validate/classify authentic coins with high
accuracy.

2.3. Summary
In this chapter, experimental tests based on proposed electromagnetic solution,
using Dodd-Deeds eddy current method, combined with developed coil, have
been carried out and analysed. Results of the experiments show that all authentic
euro coins under test were validated correct and fast. All counterfeit coins were
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rejected, because the evaluated conductivities differ significantly from
conductivities of the authentic coins, one was even out of range.
The magnetic permeability of coins affects the conductivity evaluation of the
coins. Very precise results of the conductivity measurements are achieved by
testing 50c, 20c and 10c coins, because they are not magnetic.
1€ and 2€ coins are slightly magnetic and affect measurements of conductivity
slightly. Therefore, the results will have systematic deviation (shift) from correct
value.
5c, 2c and 1c coins are strongly magnetic; the deviation of the measured
conductivities is larger.
Due to fact that conductivity value is the same in constant conditions,
evaluated conductivities of these coins (with the similar error) could be
considered as reference values.
The difference of the conductivities of coins with different denomination is
large enough to claim that this method ensures validation of the metal with high
accuracy. Moreover, experimental measurements provide discrimination of euro
coins fast and accurate due to unique alloy of the metal.
Obtained results of the experiments show that proposed eddy current solution
is efficient for euro coin validation and recognition, as well as for counterfeit coin
detection.
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3. ACOUSTIC EURO COIN VALIDATION

In this chapter, the acoustic signal processing for validation of euro coins is
investigated by spectral and modal analysis. In addition, the parameters of modal
analysis methods are optimized. The experiments have been carried out on the
authentic and counterfeit euro coins. The results are presented and compared
[VI (44), VII (15)].

3.1. Setup for acoustic signal analysis
Setup for analysis of the coin acoustic signals is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 (left),
which consists of the coin validation box with integrated microphone and
oscilloscope.

Figure 3.1. Setup used for acoustic signal capturing (left), acoustic signal of euro coin
on the oscilloscope screen (right).

Coin under test is inserted into the chute, where then it drops against a hard
surface. The acoustic signal that is inserted into the box of the coin, is displayed
on the oscilloscope (Figure 3.1 (right)). The acoustic signal is stored to the data
file and analysed later. Sampling rate of the oscilloscope is 1 MSa/s, the length
of the stored signal is 500 ms, in total 500 000 samples.

3.2. Experiments with acoustic signals of genuine coins
To reduce the original sample rate and minimise the influence of the noise and
distortion, the acoustic signal is decimated by factor 10 using FIR filter, what
decreases the computational cost in 10 times [VII (15)]. Therefore, the decimated
acoustic signal under tests contains 50 000 numbers of points.
Next, the average value of the decimated signal is calculated and subtracted.
Adaptive signal windowing (by Hamming window) improves the quality of the
signal, increasing the accuracy of computing of spectrum frequencies.
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Then the spectrogram function is applied to the decimated acoustic signal.
Figures 3.2-3.9 show the oscillograms (left) and corresponding spectrograms
(right) of the acoustic signal of all authentic euro coins.

Figure. 3.2. Oscillogram of 2€ coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Figure. 3.3. Oscillogram of 1€ coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Figure. 3.4. Oscillogram of 50c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).
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Figure. 3.5. Oscillogram of 20c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Figure. 3.6. Oscillogram of 10c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Figure. 3.7. Oscillogram of 5c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).
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Figure. 3.8. Oscillogram of 2c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Figure. 3.9. Oscillogram of 1c coin (left) and corresponding spectrogram (right).

Here, the size of sliding window is 128 samples, number of sampling points
to calculate the DFT is 128 and sampling frequency is 100 kHz. Experiments
show that the optimal size of the overlapping, which allows to decrease
calculations is 60 samples. As it can be seen from Figures above, the time interval
from 0 ms to 150 ms the signal does not contain useful information and can be
discarded.
Figure 3.10 depicts the most substantial frequencies and their corresponding
magnitudes (in relative, non-normalized unit) of acoustic spectrum response of
all euro coin nominations.
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Figure 3.10. Frequencies and corresponding relative magnitudes of 2€, 1€, 50c, 20c,
10c, 5c and 2c coins [VII (15)].

It has been found, the most appropriate is to use the frequency and the
magnitude values of first three maximum resonance peaks of the coin signature
to classify and validate the coins [VII (15), VI (44)]. In the proposed solution
values of the natural frequencies and the corresponding magnitudes are found by
interpolation between the corresponding frequency bins of the relatively sparse
and low sample-rate-based FFT, once per every interaction, allowing to have a
simple and efficient solution, requiring very small processing power. The
proposed solution is described in comparison with other frequency-response
function based approaches with example plots for authentic coins. In addition,
the required signal processing resources have been estimated [VII (15)].
Obtained results of the FFT based spectrum analysis are presented in Table 7,
where only one frequency at maximum and corresponding relative magnitude is
given. As it could be noted, a set of locations of maximum frequency peaks and
their relative magnitudes of each type of the coin is unique, and can be used for
coin validation.
The results of the acoustic signal analysis show, that each coin denomination
has its own oscillation frequency and magnitude values, but some of them are
located quite close to each other, that can cause overlap.
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TABLE 7. Frequencies and magnitudes of acoustic spectrum response of euro
coins [VII (15)].
Denomination of
coin

Frequency,
kHz

Relative magnitude
(arbitrary unit)

2€

10.5

164

1€

14.4

281

50c

13.5

98

20c

14.2

397

10c

16.4

309

5c

15.3

420

2c

19.4

63

1c

25.4

105

The results of the frequency response analyses, presented in Table 7, show
that the set of frequency and relative magnitude of the input signal is unique for
each denomination of euro coins. Therefore, this approach could be implemented
for validation of the metal of euro coins.
Modal analyses
Another method for evaluation of the acoustic signal vibrations is applying the
modal analysis, what allows to measure and analyse the dynamic response during
vibration. In the current work, the modal analysis-fitting of the experimental
results into sum of damped oscillations, is done in the frequency domain. To
determine the natural frequencies of the signal with reasonable confidence the
stabilization chart has been implemented [45]. The greater is the number of
computed modes, the more accurate is the result, but also computationally more
intensive at the same time. The number of degree-of-freedom N depends on the
complexity of structure of the system. For simple system, like coin metal
validation, N is in the range of 40 – 65. To achieve accurate results the selected
number of degree-of-freedom N = 50 has been tried first.
As was noted previously, the number of points of the decimated input acoustic
signal is 50 000. In order to reduce the computational cost, several experiments
with different input parameters have been carried out. It was found, that for
optimisation of the modal analyses calculations, 1000 samples is enough for
signal analyses without reducing in accuracy.
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The stability diagram of the modal analysis with optimised input parameters,
where 1000 samples is used, is applied to 2€ coin signal. The result is presented
in Figure 3.11.
The informative part of the signal spectrum of modal analyses output is from
5 kHz to 35 kHz and is limited in the software.

Figure 3.11. The stability diagram of 2€ coin, N = 50.

The stability histogram shows a statistics of the frequency distribution of the
calculated outputs [50]. Figure 3.12 indicates that in the acoustic spectrum of the
2€ coin four natural frequencies (located at 10.4, 17.7, 23.9 and 24.4 kHz) appear
more often than others. Here, the blue dots depict frequencies, which appear more
often than pre-selected decision level of the occurrences L, namely L = 20.

Figure 3.12. The stability histogram of 2€ coin, N = 50, L = 20.

Optimisation or simplifying of the analysis without losing the precision of the
results is a complex task. During experiments to reduce the computational cost of
the modal analysis, it was decided to decrease N as much as possible (until the
accuracy remains reasonable).
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Experimentally it was found, that the minimum number of degree-of-freedom
N, without losing in accuracy of the results, is 20. Figure 3.13 presents the
stability diagram, where N = 20.

Figure 3.13.The stability diagram of 2€ coin, N = 20.

Figure 3.14 shows the stability histogram of 2€ coin for N = 20.
Experimentally it was found, that efficient minimum decision level is L = 7. The
results of the comparison of the stability histograms, where N = 50 (Figure 3.12)
and N = 20 (Figure 3.14) are following: first three more often appeared natural
frequencies of the signal spectra are located (determined) at the same places; the
last one can be discarded due to closely location to the limit of investigated signal.

Figure 3.14.The stability histogram of 2€ coin, N = 20, L = 7.

The experiments with the modal analysis and simplified modal analysis were
carried out with other euro coins, for both N = 20 and N = 50 cases.
Since the experiments and calculations show, that the degree-of-freedom of
N = 20 is reasonable for all other coin nominations, the graphs for N = 50 are not
shown in the following part.
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The similar analysis has been performed for all other euro coins and the
corresponding stability histograms, where degree-of-freedom N = 20 and
decision level L = 7, are presented in Figures 3.15-3.21.

Figure 3.15. The stability histogram of 1€ euro, N = 50, L = 7.

Figure 3.16. The stability histogram of 50c coin, N = 20, L = 7.
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Figure 3.17. The stability histogram of 20c coin, N = 20, L = 7.

Figure 3.18. The stability histogram of 10c coin, N = 20, L = 7.

Figure 3.19. The stability histogram of 5c coin, N = 20, L = 7.
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Figure 3.20. The stability histogram of 2c coin, N = 20, L = 7.

Figure 3.21. The stability histogram of 1c coin, N = 20, L = 7.

For coin validation a set of maximum frequencies, which exceed selected
minimum number of the occurrences is used. Discovered set of the frequencies is
distinguishing value for each euro coin. That fact makes it possible to validate
and recognize euro coin by their acoustic signature.
In Table 8 the numerical representation of experimental results on all genuine
euro coins are given, where the damping ratios are also presented.
In the case, if the values of the natural frequencies of the various coins are
coinciding, the damping ratio could be used as an additional parameter for the
alloy validation.
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TABLE 8. The results of the modal analyses based on the authentic coins.
Coin type

Natural frequency, kHz

Damping ratio

2€

10.4

-0.591

17.7

-0.161

23.9

-0.189;

14.4

-0.226

24.9

-0.537

31.2

-0.106;

13.3

-0.319

23.4

-0.648

30.1

-0.072

14.1

-0.371

24.3

-0.179

31.8

-0.084

16.1

-0.231

28.4

-0.492

15.1

-0.503

16.2

-0.815

26.3

-0.416

19.5

-0.281

20.6

-0.152

34.6

-0.351

25.6

-0.101

26.5

-1.01

1€

50c

20c

10c
5c

2c

1c

The bin width of the stability histogram is selected to 100 Hz, therefore the
resolution of the estimated natural frequency is ± 50 Hz, what is enough for
precise validation of the coin metal.
The results of the modal analysis on the experimental data show that every
coin has the unique frequency and damping ratio, what could be used for euro
coin validation. The optimizations of the pre-settings of modal analysis
parameters allow to reduce the computational cost up to 60% without losing the
accuracy of results.
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3.3. Experiments with counterfeit euro coins
Firstly, coins have been stroked against the hard metal surface and the acoustic
sound has been tested by human ear. It was established, that all three coins have
various acoustic tones, which differ from each other and from the tone of the
genuine coin.
Acoustic signals of the counterfeit coins under test were stored using setup
described above. In Figure 3.22, acoustic signals and corresponding spectrograms
of the counterfeit coins are presented.

Figure 3.22. Acoustic signals (left) and corresponding spectrograms (right) of three
types of the counterfeit 2€ coins (Belgium, Italy and Germany).
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The acoustic signals of each counterfeit coin have been captured 10 times.
Validation using FFT and modal analysis was performed in Matlab and LabView.
The output of the FFT, applied to the acoustic signals of the counterfeit 2€ coin,
is presented in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23. The frequencies of counterfeit coins [VII (15)].

The output of spectrum analysis and modal analysis of three types of
counterfeit 2€ coins are totally different from each other and from authentic coin,
as shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24. The representation of frequencies of the three type of counterfeit coins and
authentic 2€ coin.
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Taking into account that the set of three maximums is completely dissimilar
from the set of frequencies of the authentic coin, it could be summarised, that the
content of the alloy of counterfeit coin samples is not as expected.
Described above procedures are applied to the acoustic signals of all euro
coins, allowing to determine the natural frequencies of euro coins under test. The
implemented method of the signal spectrum analysis demonstrate that the set of
the maximum frequency and amplitude of each coin is unique. Determined set of
signal spectra values ensures validation and classification of the euro coins.
Next, the modal analysis was applied to the acoustic signal. The stability
diagram and corresponding histogram of counterfeit Belgian coin are presented
in Figures 3.25-3.26, where N = 20, L = 7.
Figure 3.27 demonstrate the stability diagram of the simplified modal analysis
performed for counterfeit 2€ coin (Italy).

Figure 3.25. The stability diagram of counterfeit 2€ coin N = 20 (Belgium).

Figure 3.26. The stability histogram of counterfeit 2€ coin N = 20, L = 7 (Belgium).
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Figure 3.27. The stability histogram of counterfeit 2€ coin N = 20, L = 7 (Italy).

As could be marked from Figure above, only one stably appeared frequency
is detected in the acoustic signal of counterfeit 2€ coin (Italy), but it does not
match with frequencies of authentic 2€ coin.
In Figures 3.28-3.29 the stability histograms for both N = 50 and N = 20 cases,
applied to counterfeit coin of Germany, are presented.

Figure 3.28. The stability diagram of counterfeit 2€ coin N = 50, L = 20 (Germany).

Here, the maximum level of stability of frequency (number of occurrences) is
lowest (25) and does not match with the frequencies of the genuine coin. It means
that the quality of this coin alloy is most different from others.
As could be noted from Figure 3.28, only one frequency can be extracted, the
value of which does not match with the frequencies of the authentic 2€ coin.
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Figure 3.29. The stability histogram of counterfeit 2€ coin N = 20, L = 7 (Germany).

The result of the optimised modal analysis (Figure 3.29) shows, that there is
no stable or more often appeared frequency in the spectrum of this signal (with
regarding to selected parameters, where L = 7). Thus, as result of optimised modal
analysis applying, this coin is rejected.
The numerical results of the modal analysis with counterfeit coins are
presented in Table 9, where each coin has been tested 10 times, and the average
value of outcomes are computed [VII (15)].
TABLE 9. The results of modal analysis, based on the counterfeit coins [VII (15)].
Country of
counterfeit coin

Natural frequencies, kHz

Damping ratio

Belgium

31.1

-0.387

13.8

-0.427

23.5

-0.586

19.3

-0.64

out of range

out of range

out of range

out of range

Italy

Germany

As could be marked, investigated by modal analysis counterfeit 2€ coin
samples have totally different modal frequencies and damping ratios, which vary
from each other and from authentic 2€ coin.
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3.4. Summary
Results of the implemented acoustic signal processing methods for coin
validation based on the spectrum analysis ensures authentic coin recognition with
high accuracy.
In the presented solution, values of the natural frequencies and the
corresponding amplitudes were determined by FFT. The disadvantage of this
method is high computational cost, what makes it relatively hard to apply in cases,
where only low computational capability is available. Applying the advanced
FFT analysis for investigation of the spectrum of the acoustic signal of the coin
is alternative solutions to the issue, which is described in [VI (44)].
Modal analysis needs pre-configuration of the parameters to achieve good
results in reasonable time. The experiments with optimization of modal analysis
show possibility to decrease the number number-of-freedom that allow reducing
the computations more than 60% without losing of precision in results.
Additionally, this method provides extra features of the signal spectra like
damping ratio.
The disturbing feature of the acoustic signal investigation is that signal from
the same coin varies slightly from test to test. It depends on the dropping
trajectory; the way it was inserted (left, right, centre); the strength it was inserted
in validator etc. Despite of variations of the input parameters, the results of
acoustic analysis ensure that it is an accurate solution for coin validation and
recognition.
Analysis of tests, which were carried out on the genuine and counterfeit coins,
shows the cost-efficiency and high accuracy of described solution for validation
and recognition of the genuine euro coins and discrimination of the counterfeit
coins.
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4. IMAGING SOLUTIONS FOR EURO COIN
RECOGNITION

The algorithm presented in this chapter consists of the typical image processing
stages: pre-processing, actual processing and extraction of the relevant features.
The optimisation or conditioning of the properties of images provides the better
result in feature detection and matching process. The segmentation of image, for
example, is used for specifying and locating the objects in the image.
Applying of the pyramid method and bicubic interpolation to the original
image allow to decrease computational complexity without loss of the
accuracy [I (87)].
Development of the matching pattern provides fast and precise recognition of
the coins. Investigation of pattern and symbols of the edge ensure recognition of
the authentic coin as well as detection of the counterfeit coins [IV (85), V (88)].
Imaging algorithm based on the proposed solutions is developed and evaluated in
Matlab. The results of the experiments, carried out on the authentic and
counterfeit euro coins, are presented and analysed.
Low-cost and simple in realisation line-scan imaging solution is proposed and
evaluated in this chapter and partially in paper [II (81)]. The results of
experiments are presented and analysed.

4.1. Image pre-conditioning
Images under the test have been stored in 24 bit RGB for further processing. As
result of several experiments on RBG images, it was found that using the 8 bit
grey scale image not only decreases the volume of image in three times, but also
gives possibility for implementation of efficient edge detection techniques.
In the pre-conditioning step, the pyramid method of the image could be
applied to template image and image under test to reduce the size of processed
data and time of the coin validation. The full (possible) resolution is not important
in the first stage, since the position and rotation angle need to be specified first.
The pyramid method is applied for the image decimation, which gives point
values when convolved with the image. Typically, the higher-level image
pyramid is represented by average of two neighbour values [IV (85)-I (87)].
The comparison of various interpolation methods have been performed:
nearest-neighbours method; bilinear function, where the output value is
calculated with a weighted average of pixel values of the nearest 2 x 2
neighbourhood); and standard bicubic function.
The standard bicubic function was preferred and applied for the downsampling, where the output value is calculated with the weighted average of
pixels of the nearest 4 x 4 neighbourhood values [I (87)]. This approach is
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considered as more accurate approximation, but the most calculation intensive of
the mentioned here approaches. The reasonable levels of the pyramid to be used
depend on the size of initial image. The results of the experiments carried out on
the genuine 1€ coin are presented in Figure 4.1.

a) Original

b) Nearest- neighbours

c) Bilinear

d) Bicubic

Figure 4.1. Methods of 1€ coin down-sampling: a) original image; b) nearestneighbours interpolation; c) bilinear interpolation; d) bicubic interpolation [I (87)].

The output image of nearest-neighbours interpolation (Figure 4.1b) shows that
the edges of pattern are become wider, what affects negatively to the accuracy of
the contour detection.
The output image of bilinear interpolation (Figure 4.1c) is misty and edges of
pattern are blurred, what makes it difficult precisly to extract contour precisely.
The output image of the bicubic interpolation (Figure 4.1d) is most clear of
the three presented cases and edges of the pattern are well-defined.
Several tests based on these three functions were carried out. The goal was to
define the edge (contour of the pattern) using inner and outer diameter
calculations more precisely. The results show that the edges of the coin pattern
were defined better after interpolation by bicubic function.
Inner and outer contours of the coin have been calculated during the
experiment, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Inner diameter of 1€ and 2€ coins [I (87)].

Both diameters were compared with diameter of the genuine coin. The results
show that the inner diameter (green line) is more accurate than the outer one.
The diameters of the coins are calculated from the images and are stored into
the databases in pixels.

4.2. Adaptively subsampled cross-correlation approach
Variable-rate subsampling (by pixel blocks) of the images has been proposed and
tested to reduce the number of computations and to optimize the cross-correlation
technique. The idea is that most of the image blocks are sampled with zero or one
sample-values, while a few blocks (some to some tens) of the image has been
sampled at the full resolution [V, 88].
In Figure 4.3 a number of the possible variations for selection of the specific
blocks with various number and dimensions of blocks of 2€ coin, are presented.
The criteria, used for selection of the “specific segments” is the minimum value
of the maximum cross-correlation of a block of samples (eg 20 x 20 or 30 x 30
pixels) against any other (shifted or rotated) block of the same coin image.
Therefore, blocks with relatively high value of “secondary“ correlation peaks at
shifting and rotating are not considered as “good” or “unique” ones [V, 88].

1.

2.
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3.

4.
Figure 4.3. Adaptively subsampled images of 2€ coin [V, 88].

All of demonstrated on Figure 4.3 segments satisfy the requirements of
uniqueness. Since computational efficiency of the cross-correlation depends on
the size of data, the investigation of the optimal number and the dimensions of
blocks is presented.

4.3. Matching pattern
Ideally, the object to be recognized (coin) has constant dimensions, distance from
sensor to the object and illumination. Therefore, for euro coin recognition
template matching technique is preferred. As template, the full image could be
used as well as a region/part of it (number of selected regions). Thus, the optimal
selection of special regions or blocks is becoming highly important, to minimize
the computational cost and maintain the accuracy.
It was decided to divide the coin image into equal parts, so partition of 4, 8
and 16 blocks was applied. The tests were repeated many times with various
dimensions of segments. It was noted that for image with dimensions 240 x 240
pixels, the most efficient segment size is 50 x 50 pixels.
The evaluation criteria of segments for “special blocks” is the high value of
the average of cross-correlation function per block, which is obtained by the
correlation of all segments within the template image [IV (85), I (87)].
Firstly proposed in [IV (85)] the average of cross-correlation function across
the block is used for segment uniqueness evaluation. In Figure 4.4 two cases are
shown, where average of cross-correlation function of different blocks are given
graphically. Cross-correlation functions with the single maximum and low
average level are preferred.
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Corr. coeff.

Corr. coeff.
1

1

Average
Average

Points

Points

Figure 4.4. Average level of cross-correlation function of various blocks.

In this work, the minimum average level of cross-correlation within the image
is proposed as matching criteria for selection specific blocks, which should be
bigger than threshold parameter. Experimentally it was found that optimal
number of segments to be used is 16. In Figure 4.5, 16 segments of 1€ coin image
and corresponding 16 results of cross-correlation values are presented.
1

2

3

4

5

6
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7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Figure 4.5. Segments of 1€ coin and corresponding cross-correlation function
outputs [I (87)].

Visually, the most unique blocks are 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12. To determine
mathematically the minimum average level of cross-correlation three ways for
calculation A, B and C have been implemented and tested.
Method A: minimum average level of all values within the block is calculated
by equation:
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∑

(4.1),

where xk is any value (Figure 4.6a).
Method B: Minimum average level of all positive values within the block is
calculated by equation (4.1), where xk is value greater than 0 (Figure 4.6b).
Method C: Minimum average level of absolute values within the block is
calculated by equation (4.1), where xk is absolute value (Figure 4.6c).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.6. Minimum average level of cross-correlation calculated by methods A, B and
C accordingly.

Calculated results of described handlings are presented in Table 10
accordingly.
TABLE 10. Minimum average level of image segments calculated by methods A, B
and C [I (87)].
Block
nr.1

Block
nr.2

Block
nr.3

Block
nr.4

Block
nr.5

Block
nr.6

Block
nr.7

Block
nr.8

A

-0.003

0.009

0.008

0.006

0.007

-0.001

-0.005

0.006

B

0.541

0.519

0.538

0.524

0.506

0.492

0.471

0.509

C

0.168

0.152

0.110

0.197

0.185

0.076

0.067

0.097

Block
nr.9

Block
nr.10

Block
nr.11

Block
nr.12

Block
nr.13

Block
nr.14

Block
nr.15

Block
nr.16

A

0.007

-0.001

0.003

0.001

-0.003

-0.008

-0.001

0.001

B

0.554

0.494

0.517

0.507

0.524

0.444

0.480

0.462

C

0.149

0.078

0.078

0.033

0.212

0.108

0.140

0.118
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The most efficient blocks calculated by method A were as follows: 14, 7 and
6. The most efficient blocks calculated by method B were: 14, 15 and 7. The most
efficient blocks calculated by method C were: 6, 7 and 12. Thus the most precise
results, with comparison to the blocks determined visually, were obtained by
method C.
Optimization goal here could be to minimize the number of segments.
Experimentally it was found that reasonable number of blocks for coin
recognition is three. After three unique segments has been discovered, they are
used as pattern or mask to determine coin position on the image and for coin
recognition and classification. In Figure 4.7 the created mask for 1€ coin
recognition is shown.
6

7

12

Figure 4.7. Created mask for 1€ coin recognition.

During experiments, described method was applied to create “matching
pattern” or template for 1 €. The point of this solution is – to define the position
of coin relatively to the reference image: about the position and an angle [I (87)].
The practical experiments of coin recognition based on template matching
with cross-correlation technique using created pattern were carried out [I (87)].
In Figure 4.8, the output of template matching by unique pattern based on crosscorrelation is presented.
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Figure 4.8. Cross-correlation of unique pattern of template image and image under test
[I (87)].

As it could be seen from figure, the cross-correlation peak is enough high to
conclude that the coin was recognized successfully.
The size of pattern used for recognition is about 104 x 104 pixels, what is 57%
less than initial size. It means that the implementation of proposed crosscorrelation based solution computational cost is reduced on 57%.

4.4. Investigation of the coin edge
The thickness and special features of coin edge or third part (like letters,
interrupted milled, fine scallops, smooth surface) are investigated by image of
edge. Thickness is calculated from the image with edge by inner contour
detection technique.
For example, 2€ coins contain symbols on the edge side, what typically refers
to the country of manufacturer (Figure 4.9). Letters and symbols discovered from
the edge of coin insures not only the high accuracy of coin validation but also
matching of counterfeit and unfit coins, the edge quality of which is poor
usually [I (87)].
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Figure 4.9. Image of authentic 2€ coin edge [I (87)].

The canny edge detector is applied to grey scale image for contour extraction.
In Figure 4.10 extracted during the experiment from 2€ coin symbol I is shown.

Figure 4.10. Extracted from 2€ coin symbol I [I (87].

Previously proposed in this chapter processing was applied to counterfeit
coins. In Figure 4.11, the output of cross-correlation function with template image
and counterfeit image is shown.

Figure 4.11. Output of the cross-correlation function of template image and counterfeit
image.
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The results of the investigation of edges of counterfeit coin examples are
presented in Figures 4.12-4.14, where the original image of edge and processed
one are given.

a)

b)
Figure 4.12a) Image of the coin edge, b) processed image of the edge of counterfeit coin
(Belgium).

a)

b)
Figure 4.13a) Image of coin edge, b) processed image of the edge of counterfeit coin
(Germany).

a)
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b)
Figure 4.14a) Image of coin edge, b) processed image of the edge of counterfeit coin
(Italy).

As could be noted from figures above, the red rings show the region of edge
with defect or high roughness. This is the reason for rejection of such types of
coins.
The experimental results show:
1. Coin edge has dent as shown in Figure 4.12b); as result this coin example
was rejected;
2. From Figures 4.13b) and 4.14b) could be seen that the contours of both
edges are rough. Coins were rejected;
3. Interrupted milled lines are not clear (Figures 4.12-4.14);
4. The diameter of counterfeit coin 3 is bigger than template, that coin was
rejected.
Investigation of coin edge is extremely important by the reason that some
classes of counterfeit coins have pretty good quality of common and national
sides of coin and the only low quality part is edge of the coin. In this case, visual
inspection of edge allows to reveal counterfeit coin.

4.5. Algorithm for visual coin recognition and classification
Taking into account all described aspects, cross-correlation based algorithm with
unique pattern for visual based recognition and classification of euro coins and
matching unfit and/or counterfeit coins have been developed. Typically, image
based recognition in divided to pre-processing and real time processing parts as
demonstrated in Figure 4.15. Pre-processing part contains template image
conditioning, extraction and saving of special segments for each euro coin to be
matched, where template image is initial image of authentic euro coin.
In step 1, the manipulations with template image are verified. 24-bit RGB
image is converted to 8-bit grey scale, then thresholding and Canny filter are
applied.
In step 2, the diameter of coin from template image is determined as was
described in previous section.
Next (step 3), the pyramid method is applied to decrease the size of data and
reduce computational cost. During experiments original image is reduced in 2
times.
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Figure 4.15. Algorithm for coin recognition.
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The output of this part is two times smaller data file what saves resources of
system significantly.
Step 4 is the implementation of proposed in previous section segmentation and
matching pattern creation. In the end of this step, the matching pattern is created
and stored.
In step 5, the edge features are discovered and stored to databases.
In real time processing part steps from 1a to 5a are the same like in preprospecting part but with image under test.
In step 6, pre-classification of coin is performed by diameter and thickness of
the coin. Here, diameters of the coin image under test and template image
compared
In step 7, the coin under test is matched, as well as the position and location
are defined using created “matching pattern“. Then the cross-correlation of
template image and image under test is applied for unfit or damage coin matching.
Next (step 8), the edge of coin is investigated and compared with template
image edge: roughness of the contour, letters, reefing, scallops must be correct.
Euro coin is recognized and denomination is classified in case:
 The diameter and thickness of coin was specified as correct (step 6);
 The output of matching pattern and the cross-correlation function (step 7)
with full image was in tolerance;
 Edge of coin is correct (step);
 If either one of the steps 6-8 is negative, the coin is rejected as counterfeit
or unfit or unknown.
Proposed algorithm was evaluated in Matlab and tested. The results of
experimental work with counterfeit euro coins are presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Results of counterfeit coin detection.
Country

Diameter,
mm

Thickness, mm

Measured with image
processing algorithm, pixels

Belgium

26.10

2.20

173

Italy

25.75

2.20

155

Germany

25.80

2.20

158

The simplicity of implementation, analysing and definition of extracted
information combined with the efficient computation possibility provide the
extreme usefulness of correlation. This function could be applied only to grey
scale digital image, what makes image smaller than the RGB image. The
processing of grey scale images decreases the computational cost as well as saves
storage and transmission resources.
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4.6. Simple imaging solution by line scan camera
In Figure 4.16, it is presented the setup for line scan camera based imaging
solution consists of Parallax TSL1401 camera, terminal device (PC), the TI
Piccolo DSC as interface between the camera and the coin stand with rotating
euro coins. The maximum transmission speed of TI board is 5 MB/s [II (81)].
The main features of the camera are:
•
128-pixel linear image sensor;
•
Focusable imaging lens;
•
Resolution 128 pixels (grey scale);
•
Dimensions (with lens) are 34.3 x 34.3 x 31 mm.
The camera has analogue output, so the internal 12-bit fast ADC of the Piccolo
DSC can be easily installed for connection to the camera. This solution allows to
increase the image acquisition speed up to several megapixels per second, with
corresponding coin handling speed improvement. The stand with rotating coins
simulates the coin moving process through validation device, where the velocity
can be varied in a wide range.
The capturing speed of single line is 0.16 ms and transmission time is 3.28 ms,
when clock frequency 800 kHz and length of line 128 pixels. Therefore, the total
transmission time of single line is about 3.49 ms that means scan speed is 287
lines per second. Thus, if the dimension of image is 128 x 128 pixels, the frame
rate is 2.27 frames per second.

Figure 4.16. Setup of image based experiments with line scan camera [II (81)].

In this solution, simplified algorithm for coin recognition based on
measurements of the diameter of the coin and cross-correlation is proposed. The
cross-correlation along some segments of the coin (e.g. over the diameter of the
coin or the neighbourhood of it) with image under test is performed.
The 1D array with dimensions 128 x 138 pixels has been stored and
transmitted to PC as data file. Depending on moving speed of the stand with
coins, the information of collected data could vary. At the standard moving speed,
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the collected data covers the coin totally (Figure 4.17, left). In higher moving
speed, the data is obtained with intervals or sampled (Figure 4.17, right).

Figure 4.17. Data acquisition: with a standard speed of the coin (left); with a higher
speed of the coin (right) [II (81)].

In Figure 4.17, in up to down direction, the dimension of the coin is depending
on the moving speed. In other direction (left to right on the same Figure 4.17),
the dimension is constant and can be used to determine the actual size of the coin.
Sampled data implementation, increase of the speed of the coin recognition
process. In this case, the image creation from sampled data by spline interpolation
function could be preferred.
In Figure 4.18, it is shown the genuine euro coin image captured from line
scan camera and created experimentally in Matlab.

Figure 4.18. Frame created from line scan camera [I (81)].

Next, the Canny detector is applied to the grey scaled image to discover the
edges of the coin, the result of which is presented in Figure 4.19a. Thereby, the
boundaries are localized by filtering limits. For diameter calculation, the
minimum and maximum points of limits were used.
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Figure 4.19. Frame after canny edge detector [II (81)].

Next, the cross-correlation function of pre-classified template image and
image under test is applied for recognition. The result of cross-correlation
function is presented in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20. Result of cross-correlation [II (81)].

Clear maximum of the cross-correlation function shows that the coin was
recognized successfully.
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4.7. Summary
Described in this chapter, adaptively subsampled cross-correlation based imaging
solution was evaluated and tested in Matlab. Experimental results demonstrate
efficiency of this method for euro coin validation and classification as well as for
counterfeit coin detection.
The output of tests ensures the following:
 Pyramid method implementation reduces the computational cost more
than twice;
 Suggested pattern-matching by cross-correlation function is efficient for
coin position matching and coin recognition/classification;
 Improved cross-correlation function, where only segments with more
relevant correlation value are selected, allow to decrease the
computational cost at least 60%;
 Investigation of coin edge allows to explore contour and roughness, what
indicates the counterfeit and/or unfit coins; and to determine the
thickness of the coin (physical feature for coin validation).
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, coin validation solutions based on electromagnetic, acoustic and
visual features of euro coins have been proposed, developed, evaluated and
analysed.
The tasks of present work have been performed:
 The eddy current based solution for coin validation by conductivity
measurements of metal alloy has been evaluated and tested.
 Experimentally evaluated electrical conductivities of euro coins are
presented.
 Acoustic solutions for euro coin validation and classification by signal
spectra have been evaluated, studied and analysed.
 Image based algorithm for authentic euro coin recognition, classification
and detection of counterfeit coins has been developed and evaluated in
Matlab.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Multi-frequency eddy current method combined with Dodd-Deeds model
allows to determine the unique set of conductivity values for each coin.
The multi-frequency eddy current method combined with Dodd-Deeds model has
been evaluated and tested. The described solution ensures evaluation of the set of
conductivities (for each specified frequency), that allows to create the unique
characteristic of the metal for each coin individually. Taking into account
experimentally obtained results, the measured conductivities of coin metal alloy
could be used as reference values for euro coin validation and recognition. The
implementation of this solution provide precise validation and classification of
euro coins by metal, as well as detection of the counterfeit coins. Thereby, the
research task number one is performed.
The price of developed coil is 5-7€. Consequently, the demonstrated eddy
current solution is a precise, high-speed, low-cost, robust, compact and simple in
realization.
2. Proposed eddy current method allows not only to detect but also to classify
the counterfeit euro coins.
Examination of various classes of counterfeit coins makes it possible to create the
model of the set of conductivities for specified classes of counterfeits, because
different classes of coins with same denomination have dissimilar values of
conductivities. Thereby, this solution could provide not only detection of
counterfeit coins but also classification. This conclusion follows from the
experimental results achieved during research task number one.
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3. Frequency response and optimised modal analysis methods provide
unique set of acoustic parameters for each coin.
The investigation of frequency response of the acoustic signal of the coin metal
for implementation in the coin validation area is suggested. Described acoustic
signal based approaches using FFT and modal analysis demonstrate good result
of euro coin validation.
A novel approach for acoustic signal investigation of the coin is based on the
modal analysis. The modal analysis, as a tool for investigation of the acoustic
signal of the coins, is proposed by author for the first time. Considering the results
of modal analysis optimisation, the decreasing of freedom-of-degree level
provides alloy validation fast and without reduction in accuracy.
Therefore, the second research task is performed, the parameters of modal
analyses are optimised.
The results of the experiments demonstrate the efficiency of the described
solutions and provide validation of the coin metal. The price of the proposed
solution is about 6-8€ (technical setup with microphone).
4. Acoustic signal based coin validation approach could be used as
independent solution for coin validation and recognition.
Experiments, carried out on the spectra of the acoustic signal of coin examples,
reveal that the set of the natural frequencies of every coin nomination is unique.
Therefore, experimentally evaluated natural frequencies could be used as
reference values for validation, recognition and classification of the metal of the
coin. This fact confirms that proposed solution could be used for coin validation
separately from other validation methods, what satisfy the research task number
three.
5. Adaptively subsampled cross-correlation based imaging solution is
efficient method for euro coin validation as well as for counterfeit coin
detection.
To fulfil the requirements of research task four the image based solution for euro
coin recognition and classification has been developed and evaluated.
Optimisation of the cross-correlation function by sub-sampling, pyramid
method and developed “matching pattern” has been implemented and tested in
respect to imaging solution. In pre-conditioning stage, the pyramid method
reduces the size of the data to be processed. Segmentation and optimal selection
of unique regions minimises the number of required cross-correlation
calculations in “matching pattern” technique. Proposed approach reduce
computational complexity more than 60% (in comparison to full image crosscorrelation).
Extraction of the symbols from the edge of the coin and evaluation of the
thickness provides recognition of the authentic coins and detection of the
counterfeit coins.
Described algorithm with combined adaptive sub-sampled cross-correlation
and designed matching pattern is suitable not only for recognition and
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classification of genuine coins but also for detection of the counterfeit and unfit
euro coins. The price of the setup is about 25€.
6. Blockwise “matching pattern” is fast and computationally efficient
method for coin recognition.
Development and implementation of the cross-correlation based “matching
pattern” for visual coin recognition and classification allows to save
computational resources; to define the position and location of the coin under test
fast and accurately. Designed “matching pattern“ approach shows high efficiency
for image based coin validation that satisfy the research task number 4.b.
For future work, the main task could be the sensor fusion-combining various
sensor approaches into one solution, in order to use the advantages and benefits
of all the approaches.
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ABSTRACT

The project SAFEMETAL, which funded under the European Commission (EC)
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7-SME) in 2010 – 2012, was focused on the
development of advanced signal processing and data-fusion techniques able to
discriminate between counterfeit and authentic euro coins [7]. Current thesis is
motivated by the project described above and focused on:
1. Development, evaluation and testing of the electrical conductivity
measurements (by eddy current method) based solution for euro coin
validation and recognition;
2. Investigation, implementation and testing of the acoustic signal spectra
based on FFT and modal analysis for euro coin validation;
3. Design, implementation and testing of the algorithm for visual based coin
recognition and classification by cross-correlation and subsampling.
Conductivity measurement, using designed coil and calculation by
Dodd-Deeds model, provide accurate low-cost, small dimension, promising
solution for coin alloy validation.
Novel approach based on acoustic signal spectra investigation enables not
only validate and classify all euro coins, but also detect counterfeit ones.
Imaging solution based on developed “matching pattern” by using crosscorrelation function provide authentic coins recognition and classification as well
as counterfeit and unfit coin detection. Proposed methods have been evaluated
and tested in this work. The output of experimental results are presented and
analysed.
The results of the experiments, based on electromagnetic, acoustic and visual
features of coins, could be used as reference values for euro coin validation,
recognition and classification.
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KOKKUVÕTE

Euromündid on tänapäeval kõige paremini kaitstud raha maailmas. OLAF
andmetel oli 2014. aastal ringlusest kõrvaldatud võltsitud euromüntide kogus
umbes 175 900 ja Euroopa riikide kahju vähemalt 500 miljonit eurot.
Euroopa Tehnika- ja Teaduskeskuses on klassifitseeritud enam kui 80
valeraha klassi.
Euroopa Liidu FP7-SME projekt Safemetal (2010–2012) oli suunatud
autentsete ja võltsitud müntide tuvastamiseks innovaatiliste signaali- ja
pilditöötluse meetodite väljatöötamisele.
Käesolev doktoritöö on motiveeritud nimetatud projekti nõuetest ja käsitleb
teemasid:
1. Pöörisvoolu põhise meetodi hindamine ja testimine mündi metalli
elektrijuhtivuse
mõõtmiseks.
Mündi
tuvastamine
ja
klassifitseerimine elektrijuhtivuse järgi;
2. Müntide tuvastus FFT ja modaal-analüüsi meetoditel põhineva
akustilise signaali uurimise ja hindamise abil;
3. Müntide
eristamiseks
ja
klassifitseerimiseks
sobivate
ristkorrelatsioonil ja alavõendamisel põhinevate pilditöötlusalgoritmide väljatöötamine ja hindamine.
Pöörisvooluga metalli erijuhtivuse mõõtmine Dodd-Deeds mudeli põhjal on
efektiivne, odav ja kompaktne lahendus mündi valideerimiseks.
Akustilise signaali spektri analüüsil põhinevad uudsed lahendused
võimaldavad tuvastada ja klassifitseerida nii ehtsaid kui võltsmünte.
Ristkorrelatsioonil põhinevad mustri-sobitusega pilditöötluse lahendused
sobivad nii ehtsate, võlts- kui moondunud müntide tuvastamiseks.
Kõiki mainitud meetodeid on hinnatud ja analüüsitud teoreetiliselt ja
eksperimentaalselt nii autentsete kui ka võltsitud müntide näidistega.
Läbiviidud eksperimentide tulemusena leitud müntide elektromagnetilised,
akustilised ja visuaalsed tunnused on kasutatavad tugiväärtusena mündi
tuvastamiseks, eristamiseks ja klassifitseerimiseks.
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